Personal Data Processing Agreement

A user accepts Personal Data Processing Agreement (hereinafter – the Agreement) by filling in and
sending a form on the web-site: https://korbit.ru. Acting accordingly at his/her own will and personal
interest, a user hereby agrees his personal data to be processed by LLC Korbit (TIN/INN 3906959610)
located at: 236006, Kaliningrad, Teatralnaya str., 35, office 518, on following conditions:

1. The Agreement allows to process personal data both with/without automated data systems.
2. The Agreement issues the right to process following personal data:
1) Personal data that is neither specific nor biometric: full name, contact telephone numbers, e-mail
addresses, employer information or place of work, position; internet user data: location, OS type
and version, browser type and version, device type and screen resolution, external link or
advertisement link information, language of OS and browser, what web-pages and keyboard
buttons used, IP-address.
3. Personal data is not to be for public access.
4. The purpose of personal data collection: processing the incoming user requests for further
service; user behavior analysis and web-site evaluation; arrangement of promo and update
newsletters.

5. Personal data is collected under the: art. 24 of the Constitution of the Russian Federation; art. 6 of
the Russian Federal Law No.152-FZ “On Personal Data”; LLC Korbit Statute; present
Agreement.
6. The following actions will be implemented during personal data processing: collection, recording,
classification, accumulation, storing, specification (updates, changes); extraction; use;
conveyance (distribution, disclosure, access); blocking; removal; disposal of.

7. Personal data is processed up to the moment of data subject (user) cancelling his/her mailing
subscription. Personal data processing can be terminated upon user request. Storing personal data
recorded on paper is implemented in accordance with the Federal Law No. 125-FZ "On Archival
fund of the Russian Federation" and any other statutory regulations in regards to archivekeeping.
8. The Agreement may be revoked by the personal data subject or their representative, in which case
a written request shall be conveyed to LLC Korbit or its assignee at mailing address provided
herein or via e-mail: info@korbit.ru

9. In the event of personal data recall by the data subject or their representative LLC Korbit reserves
the right to continue personal data processing with no agreement from the data subject provided

following can be applied: items 2-11 of part 1 art.6 , part 2 art.10 and part 2 art. 11 of the
Russian Federal Law No.152-FZ “On Personal Data” of 27.07.2006.
10. Present Agreement remains in force and effect until termination of personal data processing
specified in items 7 and 8 herein.

